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2019 MEMBERSHIP SURVEY - BEEKEEPING EXPERIENCE
We asked how long Members have been keeping bees and how long they have been
members of ADBKA.
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The 95 respondents fall into two groups - a large number with less than about twelve
years’ experience and a small number with decades of experience. This latter group may
be underestimated as the survey did not include about 40, largely older and more
experienced, members who do not use email. The average experience overall is 7.4
years but this falls to only 4.6 years for the ‘under 12 years’ group. In fact 37% of the
respondents might be considered novices with less than two completed seasons of
experience. This insight has helped us plan our 2020 programme to try to improve our
provision for beginners whilst continuing to provide activities of interest to the more
experienced beekeepers.
The data on duration of ADBKA membership unsurprisingly follows a similar pattern.
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FUTURE ARTICLES
Prof. David Evans’ Talk
(Jamie Evans)
There is a hole in my
Queen Excluder
( Ian Mackley)

55% of respondents are also members of the Scottish Beekeepers’ Association (SBA),
13% (12 people) members of the Scottish Native Honey Bee Society (SNHBS), and a
small number variously members of the BBKA, BIBBA, IBRA, the Bee Farmers’
Association, the Tarland and Kemnay Bee Groups and other local Associations.
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In terms of beekeeping education and qualifications, we found that the highest qualifications held were:
Basic Beekeeping Certificate
18 members
Intermediate Theory (4 modules)
1
Advanced Theory (7 modules)
2
Adv. Theory & Intermediate Practical
2
Expert Beekeeper Certificate
4
…and additionally…
Microscopy certificate
2
Honey Judge
1
Later questions in the survey revealed a number of members interested in pursuing the Basic Certificate and
Modules and this is something the Committee will consider further how best to support.
Ian Mackley
WINTER BEEHIVE INSULATION JACKETS
We wanted a lightweight and waterproof method of insulating our hives during the winter and saw an
advertisement on the British Beekeepers Association shop website for National Polystyrene Beehive Breathable
Jackets and thought these would be ideal. So we decided to purchase four and trial them during the 2016/2017
winter. They arrived flat packed, consisting of 2 four piece sections, one for the brood box and one for the super
box, ideal for beekeepers using a winter feeding system which incorporates a super box above the brood box.

They are very strong, light and easily assembled, the 4 sections dovetailing together enabling the
assembled square section to easily slide over a national beehive.
The jackets arrived white so before we assembled them we painted them green (giving them a less
prominent appearance) using Cuprinol Garden Shades paint which is water based and is not harmful to bees. This
paint has good adhesion and is almost flake resistant, unlike some other paints we tried. After speaking to the
suppliers (address details below) they said they would look into producing the covers green. A hole had to be cut
in the front section of the brood box jacket to expose the hive entrance and another hole can be cut on the back
section of the brood box jacket to allow for removing the varroa slides for inspecting and cleaning, if leaving the
slide in over winter. The only problem we had to overcome, was that, when fitted, the thickness of the jacket
resulted in it protruding slightly outside the hive roof, which would have resulted in rain seeping into the hive.
This was easily resolved by making a lightweight, waterproof cover that protruded the entire roof by 3 inches.
(see attached photos)
A simple piece of preserved board does just as well.
The 2019 winter was our third winter using the jackets and we see no reason why this winter should not
be another 100% success story.
In spring the jackets can be removed, the sections separated again and stored away flat packed.
These jackets keep the hives warm and dry and will last many years. We cannot find any fault with them and
highly recommend them.
Unfortunately the British Beekeeping Association have stopped selling all outside suppliers’ products
now but they can be purchased direct from mident.co.uk, email jerry.buckley@mident.co.uk telephone 0161 761
1111. Address: Mident Dental Supplies, Unit 406 Phoenix Park Industrial Estate, Phoenix Close, Heywood,
Lancashire, OL10 2JG . They cost: £29-95 +VAT (£36). Carriage and packing £4 for any amount ordered.
Norman & Maureen Stewart
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IN BLOOM SUCCESS AND BEES
Aberdeen once again celebrated success this year in Scotland’s In Bloom competition with a win in the
city category.
Aberdeen has participated in "In Bloom" for over fifty years and while you may have heard of In Bloom,
you may not be sure of what it involves.
Environmental charity Keep Scotland Beautiful manages the Scottish competition, which is Beautiful
Scotland. Communities compete against others of a similar size in categories from Wee Village up to City. A
selection of these category winners is put forward to compete in Britain in Bloom the following year.
Both Beautiful Scotland and Britain in Bloom celebrate and reward the dedication and achievements of
volunteers, businesses and local authorities working in partnership to clean and green their neighbourhoods.
Judging covers three core pillars of horticultural achievement, environmental responsibility and community
participation. Aberdeen’s In Bloom campaign is led by Aberdeen City Council working in partnership with
community groups and businesses throughout the city.
Making bees welcome in Aberdeen in recent years has been crucial to the city’s In Bloom success.
Aberdeen City Council has two sites authorised for beekeeping, Grove Nursery and the Duthie Park. It
would be great to have more sites, however when the safety and security of the public and the bees is considered,
suitable sites become very limited.
Lindsey and Olga Macaulay moved the first hives into Grove nursery in 2013 and the site is now home to
6 individual beekeepers or beekeeping partnerships.

Olga Macaulay with Judges in Hazelhead Grove Nursery and with the Observation Hive in Hazelhead Park
In addition to tending the hives on site some of the beekeepers are involved in promoting bees to schools
and the wider community using an observation hive.
Communities throughout the city have responded by planting bee friendly trees and flowers.
The Urban Bee Project is a partnership between Aberdeen Inspired, the city’s Business Improvement
District and Alcohol and Drugs Action (ADA). This award winning project involves ADA service users learning
beekeeping skills and tending hives placed on the roof of HM Theatre and a location on George Street.
Judging for In Bloom takes place at the end of July beginning of August. Two trained judges visit the city
and are taken on a tour that shows off best of the city’s horticultural, environmental and community initiatives. In
recent years the tour kicked off at the Duthie Park and finished at Seaton Park. Between these locations the
judges meet a variety of community groups and individuals who are cleaning and greening and see the difference
they make to their neighbourhoods. One of the stops is Grove Nursery where the judges meet the different
partners who use the site. These include ADA Recovery Garden, Countryside Rangers outreach work, outdoor
classrooms, in addition to the beekeepers. In recent years In Bloom has been fortunate to have Olga Macaulay to
help on judging day, telling the judges about the Grove bees and other associated projects.
The efforts of the beekeepers at all sites, and their work with the wider public, contributes to the
environmental responsibility and community participation elements of In Bloom. This year the judges were so
impressed that they highlighted the beekeeping initiatives as an area of achievement.
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Bees on the top of
HM Theatre

Aberdeen benefits greatly from having bees in the city and Aberdeen’s In Bloom campaign relies on the support
and enthusiasm of so many community groups, including beekeepers. These fantastic partners help bring success
locally and nationally.

MEMBERS EVENTS
2020
JANUARY

Sunday 5th
At 2 p.m. at Crathes

Demonstration –Winter
Varroa Control and Feeding
by Malcolm Watson

Thursday 16th
at 7p.m. at Kinellar Hall

Talk-The SBA Exam System
By Graham Torrie
FEBRUARY

Tuesday 11th
at 7p.m. at Kinellar Hall

Talk-Poly vs Wood Hives
by Joan Gilbert-Stevens

Tuesday 25th
at 7.30p.m.
at MacRobert Building, King St.

Evening Class Begins

The end of 2019 is now in sight and the final two association
member evening lecture events have now taken place. In October we
had a very interesting talk from Kate Atchley who discussed in some
detail MELLISOPALYNOLOGY - which is the correct term used for
the pollen analysis of honey. In order to be able to identify the various
nectar sources used in any specific honey then a sample of the pollen
needs to be taken and identified.
Kate was able to show a number of excellent photographs of
pollens which she had collected when staying near Lochaber and went
into detail as to how anyone would be able to collect and identify a
sample of pollen using a microscope and reference to a number of
books on the subject such as Honey Identification - Rex Sawyer and
Pollen Microscopy by Norman Chapman - maybe a couple of excellent
suggestions for Xmas Presents.
Joan Gilbert-Stevens

